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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to review seven years of research
on a specific vision of social media which is that of social
sensors, i.e., alternative information systems able to detect
and characterize interesting and yet unreported information
and events in real-time, crossing topics, locations and language barriers. In particular, we here present a computational exercise based on a Topic Modeling technique over
a set of papers citing probably the first contribution about
the conceptualization and formalization of the social sensor
keyword. By extracting topics from 367 (English) titles and
correlating them with metadata such as the year of publication and the number of received citations, we tried to light
up interesting aspects and research directions in the social
media mining community.
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lous events, facts, and topics in real time, crossing languages,
domains, locations and language barriers. Future technologies on this connectivity may also provide applications with
automatic techniques for the generation of news (filtered
over user profiles), offering a sideways to the existing authoritative information media.
The quite high impact of such view in the literature motivated the organization of a workshop on its related aspects.
The international workshop named SIDEWAYS, which currently counts three editions, received interesting materials
ranging from socio-cultural contributions to computational
approaches. In detail, the past two editions [7, 4] focused
on the following subtopics:
• detect emerging events, facts, topics [21, 25, 20]

Social Network Analysis, Data Mining, Social Media, Social
Networks, Topic Detection, Event Detection, Social Sensors

• track the evolution over time of events, facts and topics
[27]
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• enrich them with contextual information like categories
and named entities [21]

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, social platforms have become the most popular
communication system all over the world. In fact, due to
the short format of messages and the accessibility of these
systems, users tend to shift from traditional communication tools (such as blogs, web sites and mailing lists) to
social network for various purposes. Billions of messages are
appearing daily in these services such as Twitter, Tumblr,
Facebook, etc. The authors of these messages share content
about their private life, exchanging opinions on a variety of
topics and discussing a wide range of information news. Microblogging services also exploit the immediateness of handy
smart devices.
In [8], and later in [6], we conceptualize the vision of this
powerful communication channel as social sensor, which can
be used to detect and follow interesting and yet unreported
information and specifically unknown / interesting / anoma-
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• identify communities and analyse large scale online/offline
social networks[22]
• unravel behaviours in social networks[19]
• retrieve partecipatory decision making on civic social
networks [26]
• understand key social and psychological factors and
problems [23, 10, 9, 11]
• find relationships with other events and sources of information[26]
• analyze privacy issues [16]
However, Social Sensor analysis may involve other fields and
study such as visualization [13], collaboration networks [14],
semantic annotation [3], influence analysis [5], Sentiment
Analysis [15, 24], irony detection [17], TV content analysis [1], and others.
The aim of this paper is to review those research works that
based their ideas, motivations and concepts on such social
sensor view. In the light of this, we carried out a classic
Topic Modeling exercise over the collection of papers that
have cited our original conceptualization [8, 6, 14]. We thus

Table 1: Topics extracted from the 367 Englishbased papers citing [8] on the social-sensor view.
TOPIC 1
TOPIC 2
TOPIC 3
TOPIC 4
social
topic
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topics
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time
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twitter
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news
detection
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twitter
twitter
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time
mining
research
paper
real-time
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network
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content
results
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problem
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detection
detect
online
paper
microblog
temporal
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tweets
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microblogs
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content
and users

emerging
topic
detection

real-time
event
detection

network
mining

collected around 368 publication titles with their relative
metadata information such as the type of publication (journal or proceedings), the publication year and the number of
received citations. We then extracted topics from titles and
abstracts, correlating them along these dimensions, highlighting some useful insights and historical perspectives for
future research.

2.

BACKGROUND ON TOPIC MODELING

Topic models are fundamental tools for the extraction of
regularities and patterns providing automatic ways to organize, search and give sense to large data collections. The
shared basic assumption is that documents have a latent semantic structure that can be inferred from word-document
distributions.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [12] is a linear algebrabased method that reduces the a word-document co-occurrences
matrix into a reduced space such that words which are close
in the new space are similar. Its probabilistic and generative
version (pLSA) [18] adds a latent context variable to each
word occurrence which explicitly accounts for polysemy.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] is a fully Bayesian
probabilistic version of LSA. Given a corpus of documents,
the idea underlying LDA is that all documents share the
same set of topics, but each document exhibits those topics in different proportions depending on words which are
present in that document. Topics, in turn, are defined as
different probability distributions over the words of a fixed
vocabulary, but they are interpreted by restricting attention
to words with the highest estimated frequency. Only documents are observed, while the topics, per-document topic
distributions and the per-document per-word topic assignments are latent structures inferred from the data.

3.

TOPICS FROM SOCIAL-SENSORS LITERATURE

In this section, we show the results of a LDA topic modeling
exercise applied on the abstracts of the papers citing [8].
As already mentioned, this paper represents one of the first
work which recognized (and formalized) the role of social
sensor of social media.
Table 1 shows the 4 most significant topics1 , which we tried
to label on the last row. We decided not to pre-process the
texts with advanced natural language techniques (such as
for example lemmatization, Named Entity Recognition and
Word Sense Disambiguation) in favor of a simple experiment
bringing to light the naturally-observed linguistic variability.
Only English stopwords have been filtered out to highlight
topics comprehension.
The results seem to show a quite clear map, where the main
scientific effort is divided on 1) the analysis of social media
(role, impact, contents, and user profiles), 2) the detection
of emerging topics or 3) events, and 4) network mining approaches involving community detection techniques.

4.

SOCIAL-SENSOR TOPICS TRENDS

In this section, we present some correlation study between
the extracted topics (see previous section) and metadata
such as the year of publication, the number of received citations and the type of publication (journal or not). Figure 1
shows the whole result of the study.

4.1

Social-Sensor Topics and Time

As it can be noticed, the total amount of research in the
field has been growing from 2011 to 2015, when it reached a
kind of convergence (year-2017 had few data records only).
However, the topic ”Event Detection” is the only one that
kept growing also in 2016. It is possible to think that part
of the community working on topic detection then focused
on events at a certain point, since Social Media is known
to contain much more event-based information rather than
other sources of information. This is actually one of the key
motivation of the social sensor view.

4.2

Social-Sensor Topics and Impact

Another interesting aspect was to analyze the impact of the
extracted topics in terms of received citations from the research community. Figure 1 (b) shows that social-sensor
papers with low citation numbers are more about topic detection and social media with respect to the other two topics.
Instead, highly-cited papers are also about event detection,
while topic detection papers disappear on the right side of
the plot. This is quite interesting, since topic detection is
the top-2 topic. In a sense, it seems that most of the work
is on topic detection though it does not linearly impact on
future and contextual research.

4.3

Social-Sensor Topics and Journals

With this analysis, we tried to understand if social-sensor
topics have a similar distribution on conferences and workshops rather than on journals. What we found, as shown
in 1 (c), is that the distribution on journals flatten the total number of papers on the different topics. This can be
probably interpreted as a quality-based natural filtering.
1
We experimented with other number of topics, showing less
interpretable results.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: Correlation between the 4 topics extracted from the 367 English-based papers citing [8] with (a)
year of publication, (b) number of citations and (c) type of publication.
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